
 

 

FlightDesk Has Arrived! 

Boston Virtual ATC is proud to announce that our landmark flight 

planning and tracking system, FlightDesk, was officially released to 

pilots this week, and is now available on our website.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

FlightDesk will operate independently from FSX, allowing pilots to file flight plans 

outside of the Chat Box.  Controllers will no longer have to fish for flight plans and 

enter them on behalf of pilots, allowing controllers to focus on the most 

important part of their jobs. As usual, only IFR aircraft are required to file a plan 

in our new system.   

 

Our Beta testing period has begun, and will allow those pilots who wish to use 

FlightDesk to file plans to do so, while giving those who would rather use FSX’s 

Chat Box feature that option as well.  Once the Beta testing period is complete, 

Version 1.0 will be released, requiring all pilots to use FlightDesk to file their 

Flight Plans.  

 

The release of this Beta represents a landmark achievement for Boston Virtual 

ATC.  This release is something that could not have happened without the 

dedicated effort of VP of Technologies, WhiskeySierraOne (Bill). BVA will be 

forever grateful to him and all other individuals who had an impact, big or small, 

on the design and testing of FlightDesk.  
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Events of BVA 

Our redesigned events program begins this week with the Regional Circuit 

between Boston and Portland on Tuesday from 7pm ET. Dates for our 

other events, including the Domestic Journey (KDTW to KBOS), GA Fly-In 

(Los Angeles ARTCC), and our Dance in New York! 

 

More information about all of our events can be found on the BVA Events page. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our Regional Circuit remains the 

cornerstone of our events program.  

Despite the success of varying the dates of 

the Regional Circuit, this event will once 

more resume a more regular weekly 

schedule on Tuesday nights. 

The next Dance in New York event is 

scheduled for  

Saturday, October 4; 6pm ET 

The event will include New York Approach, 

local control at KJFK, KLGA, and KEWR, and 

might even include an ARTCC or two ...  

Our first-ever Domestic Journey will be 

KDTW ���� KBOS, and will be held on 

Thursday, October 16; 7pm ET 

Fly a real-world route one-way from KDTW 

to KBOS with full local and enroute control 

every step of the way. 

The redesigned GA Fly-In event will take 

place in the Los Angeles ARTCC, 

featuring KVNY (Van Nuys) on 

Sunday, October 26; 5pm ET 

Look for local control and SOCAL Approach 

online covering famous GA airports. 
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A three-letter airline designator (in the ICAO system) is unique to each airline.  

This designator precedes the aircraft flight number, and is used for flight 

planning/filing purposes.  And, thanks to FSX, we need to know these 

designators in order to correctly set up our aircraft to fly online.  Rather than 

simply choosing “United” from the drop-down and then entering a flight 

number, we instead enter “UAL224” directly into the tail number of the ATC 

Information window.  

Identifying Yourself 

Acceptable Call Signs 

Nowhere in real life will you find call signs like “BOEING223” or “UNITED-27”, yet these types 

call signs are becoming more frequent in our session. Please remember that both of the above 

call signs are not correct, and cannot legally be used to identify your aircraft.  Any aircraft that is 

not an airliner (like Delta, United, etc.) needs to be identified with a proper registration, 

whether American, Canadian, or any other conventional registration as used abroad (American 

and Canadian registrations are discussed below).  

 

The topics of selecting call signs correctly is discussed extensively in our redesigned New Pilot 

Center and on the Flight Planning page.  

Recent Call Sign Changes: United Express (GoJet Airlines, US Airways) 

United Express operated by GoJet Airlines 

Let’s start with the easy one: GoJet Airlines.  GoJet Airlines is an operator of United Express, 

which means they operate aircraft that act as regional carriers for United Airlines.  There is no 

such thing as United Express when it comes to call signs, since each of the associated operators 

has its own call sign.   

 

In the case of GoJet Airlines, the original three-letter ICAO airline designator (“GJS”) had the 

associated radio call sign of “Gateway”.  This has been changed to “Lindbergh”. Therefore, all 

United Express flights operating under the GoJet Airlines would have a call sign that looks like 

this: “GJS224”, pronounced “Lindbergh 224” – not “Gateway 224” or “GoJet 224”.  
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US Airways & America West Airways  

Now for the slightly more complex version; recently, America West Airlines bought US Airways; 

effective September 1, 2008, this merger was complete, and both airlines will now fly under the 

“US Airways” banner.  To cut through a whole lot of confusion and focus on what is important, 

the following changes are in effect (in the real world and ours) as of September 19, 2008:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BVA Downloads 

New scenery downloads are available for BVA Pilots! Included in the AFCAD Update v. 2.0 are 

visual reference additions to the Nantucket and Portland approach procedures, taxiways and 

redesigned ANG ramps at several airports, and brand-new scenery updates for KBTV, KPVD, 

KBVY, KMVY, and KHYA. The Nantucket enhancement also includes a working ILS for Runway 6, 

although it is on a different frequency than the chart: 109.15 (instead of 109.10). The Boston 

International Airport Enhancement v. 3.0 includes new gates for Heavy aircraft (B747, B767, 

B777, A330, A340, etc.), updates to the airport configuration and taxiways, the new taxiway 

(taxiway “M”, between Runways 22L and 22R), and several others.  

 

Download the new Boston chart here: http://naco.faa.gov/d-tpp/0810/00058AD.PDF  

Download the new AFCAD/Boston updates here: http://www.bostonvirtualatc.com/dnn/  

 

These scenery additions must be downloaded by all pilots! 

Special thanks to TrystanV and Capt.MileHigh, who put these updates together! 

 

The America West aircraft livery will be phased out, and all aircraft will bear the US Airways 

tail design. 

 

All aircraft flying under this US Airways banner and using the US Airways livery will use the 

“AWE” three-letter identifier, and the call sign “Cactus”. 

 

Therefore, US Airways Flight #224 would be filed as “AWE224”, 

and pronounced “Cactus 224” 


